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Abstract

Objectives: uncertainty pervades the complex illness trajectories experienced by older adults with multimorbidity. Uncertainty
is experienced by older people, their informal carers and professionals providing care, yet is incompletely understood. We
aimed to identify and synthesise systematically the experience of uncertainty in advanced multimorbidity from patient, carer
and professional perspectives.
Design: systematic literature review of published and grey qualitative literature from 9 databases (Prospero CRD
42021227480). Participants: older people with advanced multimorbidity, and informal carers/professionals providing care
to this group. Exclusion criteria: early multimorbidity, insufficient focus on uncertainty.
Analysis: weight-of-evidence assessment was used to appraise included articles. We undertook thematic synthesis of multi-
perspective experiences and response to uncertainty.
Results: from 4,738 unique search results, we included 44 articles relating to 40 studies. 22 focused on patient experiences
of uncertainty (n = 460), 15 on carer experiences (n = 197), and 19 on health professional experiences (n = 490), with 10
exploring multiple perspectives. We identified a shared experience of ‘Total Uncertainty’ across five domains: ‘appraising
and managing multiple illnesses’; ‘fragmented care and communication’; ‘feeling overwhelmed’; ‘uncertainty of others’ and
‘continual change’. Participants responded to uncertainty by either active (addressing, avoiding) or passive (accepting) means.
Conclusions: the novel concept of ‘Total Uncertainty’ represents a step change in our understanding of illness experience in
advanced multimorbidity. Patients, carers and health professionals experienced uncertainty in similar domains, suggesting a
shared understanding is feasible. The domains of total uncertainty form a useful organising framework for health professionals
caring for older adults with multimorbidity.
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Key Points

• Uncertainty pervades patient, carer and health professional experience of multimorbidity among older adults yet is not
understood fully.

• If addressed poorly, uncertainty can be distressing, with adverse impacts on quality of care and patient experience
• In this synthesis, we develop a novel model: total uncertainty, which describes the multi-perspective experience of

uncertainty
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• Importantly, uncertainty is experienced in similar domains by patients, carers and professionals: a shared understanding is
possible

• The domains of total uncertainty form a useful organising framework for health professionals caring for older adults with
multimorbidity, but require further investigation in more diverse populations.

Introduction

Multimorbidity, defined as the presence of multiple chronic
illnesses [1], is common and increasing [2], particularly in
older people [2, 3], conferring high symptom burden and
costs of care [4]. Therefore, it is important to optimise
the care of older people with multimorbidity throughout
their disease trajectory including at advanced stages [5].
However, the evidence base for management of multimor-
bidity is lacking, as most studies focus on single diseases [6].
Existing guidelines do not address the complexity of multi-
morbidity, potentially resulting in poor patient experience,
higher healthcare use and overtreatment at the end of life,
particularly in high income countries [7–9].

There is a consensus that person-centred, goal-oriented
approaches to care are optimal for high quality care in
multimorbidity, to ensure that patients and their informal
carers are involved in decisions about their care [10–12].
This is particularly important as complexity increases [13],
and evidence suggests that the cost saving impact of person-
centred approaches such as palliative care increases alongside
the number of diagnoses [14]. However, implementation
of person-centred care is challenging [15, 16], and trials of
such approaches have yet to demonstrate effect on quality of
life [17].

This may be because insufficient attention is paid to
uncertainty. Multiple uncertainties regarding the illness, care
and the future shape experience in advanced illness [18], and
can rarely be eliminated in this population [19]. Uncertainty
is not always harmful, but if poorly addressed and com-
municated it can cause considerable distress for all involved
[18, 20]. Increasingly, clinical interactions are occurring in
the context of extensive uncertainty, and studies explor-
ing the experience of living with multimorbidity identify
uncertainty as a key challenge not just for patients, but
for informal carers and health professionals as well [21–
23]. This is critical because if stakeholders differ in their
experience and response to uncertainty, this may contribute
to difficulties in negotiating a person-centred plan for care
[23, 24], particularly as some struggle to form or express
preferences in the context of an uncertain illness trajectory
[25].

Person-centred approaches require a shared appraisal of
uncertainty, but patients, carers and health professionals do
not necessarily experience uncertainty in the same ways or
about the same issues. Experiences of uncertainty in the
context of multimorbidity have rarely been investigated from
different perspectives, nor have patient, carer and health
professional experiences been directly compared [26]. We
aimed to synthesise evidence regarding the experience of

uncertainty in advanced multimorbidity from the perspec-
tives of patients, informal carers and health and social care
professionals, specifically focusing on how older people, their
informal caregivers, and health and social care professionals
experience uncertainty about their care.

Methods

Design

Systematic literature review according to PRISMA guidance
with thematic synthesis [27, 28]. The review was prospec-
tively registered on Prospero (CRD 42021227480) where
the protocol is available.

Review question

In what ways do older people with advanced multimorbidity,
their informal carers, and health and social care professionals
experience uncertainty about their illness and care?

Review population and inclusion

The review population was older people with advanced
multimorbidity. We defined advanced multimorbidity as the
presence of two or more advanced/life limiting illnesses, in
line with previous research [26]. However, this definition is
rarely used in practice, so to capture relevant literature, we
operationalised the definition as multimorbidity with markers
of advanced disease. Because we sought to synthesise insights
into the experiences of uncertainty, this review focused on
qualitative research, which is more likely to include explo-
ration of experience. We excluded articles with insufficient
focus on uncertainty, or where the focus was only on partic-
ular aspects of disease or a specific intervention. However we
included some articles with a narrower focus (largely on de-
prescribing), if they also addressed uncertainty more broadly.
See Figure 1 for inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Search

We developed search terms iteratively with the support of
a medical librarian (IK) using concepts of (i) older people,
their carers and health professionals; (ii) multimorbidity; (iii)
experience of illness and uncertainty; (iv) qualitative research
(see Supplementary Information for full search strategy).
We searched online databases (Medline (Ovid), EMBASE
(Ovid), PsycInfo (ProQuest), CINAHL (Ebscohost), SCIE,
Web of Science) and grey literature repositories (Opengrey,
Dart E-theses, Google Scholar (first 200 results)) [30]. The
search was conducted in December 2020, and updated in
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Figure 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria [29].

October 2021. We searched reference and citation lists of
relevant review articles and included papers. The search was
not limited by language, but we excluded articles if we were
unable to procure a translation.

Selection of studies

Search results were de-duplicated, then imported into
Rayyan [31]. Screening was by title and abstract (conducted
by S.N.E., J.O.L. and J.L.), with 10% double screening. Full
text articles were retrieved and each was reviewed by two
authors (two of S.E., J.L. and J.O.L.) who independently
made inclusion decisions. Disagreements were resolved by
discussion. Where there was insufficient information in the
paper to make an inclusion decision, the authors of the paper
were contacted.

Data extraction

Details of included articles were extracted into a bespoke
excel spreadsheet. The full text of the results/findings sections
of included papers was imported into NVIVO (version 12
(QSR International (UK) Ltd.) for analysis.

Weight of evidence assessment

Two authors (two of S.E., J.L., J.O.L., S.H.) independently
judged what ‘weight’ to give to each piece of included evi-
dence using Gough’s ‘Weight of Evidence’ (WoE) approach.
This involves making judgements about A. the method-
ological quality of the study; B. the review specific quality
(appropriateness of methods for the review question), and
C. the review relevance (relevance of the findings to the
review question). The output of the Gough et al. [32] WoE
assessment process is an overall weight (high, medium or
low) to be given to that piece of evidence during analysis.
Disagreements in weighting were resolved by discussion.

Analysis

We conducted thematic synthesis, coding relevant sections
of the results of included articles as qualitative data [28].
We took a mixed deductive/inductive approach, specifying
broad areas of analysis deductively based on existing theoret-
ical frameworks, but coding inductively within these areas,
and ensuring openness to new areas of analysis not identified
in existing theory.

The overarching theoretical framework for analysis was
based on the taxonomy of Han et al . [33], and Mishel’s
uncertainty in illness theory [34], which we adapted to give
a set of high level constructs around which we based our
coding (see Supplementary Information for further detail).
Early in analysis we identified ‘Response to uncertainty’ as
a further area of interest and included this as a separate
construct.

We read and re-read the data to familiarise, and then
SE coded content relevant to the experience of uncertainty.
8/44 articles were independently double-coded (by J.L. and
J.O.L.) and this coding was discussed to ensure consistency
of approach. Codes were grouped and themes identified
from the groupings. Themes were then named, and checked
against the original data to ensure fit. During this pro-
cess we paid attention to the Weight of Evidence score of
each article such that articles with higher scores were given
greater weight. A reflexive diary was used during analysis to
keep note of progress. We conducted the synthesis in three
stages, at each stage revisiting the data to ensure the themes
identified fit with the original articles:

Stage 1: Synthesis of patient/carer/professional experi-
ence.

Stage 2: Triangulate findings from each perspective to
explore similarities and differences.

Stage 3: Build a multi-perspective thematic model of the
experience and response to uncertainty.
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Figure 2. PRISMA chart.

Ethics

This study did not involve primary data collection; formal
ethical approval was not required.

Patient and public involvement

Prior to the main search we consulted a group of people with
experience of life limiting illness and of providing care to
others with such illnesses. At this initial meeting, patient
and public involvement (PPI) representatives highlighted
the importance of exploring uncertainty from multiple per-
spectives, providing the focal point for the review. The PPI
group were consulted at intervals throughout the review to
provide feedback on the focus and findings. See Supplemen-
tary Information for further details and reporting using the
GRIPP2 checklist [35].

Results

Of 4,738 unique search results, 260 full texts were retrieved,
and we included 44 articles from 40 studies with 1,147 par-
ticipants (see Figure 2 PRISMA chart). 22 articles explored
the patient perspective (n = 460), 15 the carer perspective
(n = 197) and 19 were from the perspective of a broad range
of healthcare professionals (n = 490). Of these, 10 articles
included multiple perspectives.

Articles were from Europe (7 countries, n = 23), North
America (2 countries, n = 17), Australasia (2, countries n = 4).
27 had an interview design, 7 used focus groups and 10
used other designs including ethnography, observation and
mixed-methods. 29 studies were from community or pri-
mary care settings: 12 studies involved hospital settings, and
3 were in other settings.

Eleven articles were given high weight of evidence for this
review, most of which addressed the patient perspective. Five
studies were assigned low weight (four of which concerned
healthcare professionals): the remaining 28 were assigned
moderate weight. Further details of details of included arti-
cles are in the Supplementary Information.

Thematic synthesis

We found that uncertainty exists in relation to five over-
arching domains that were experienced across all perspec-
tives. Three of these apply within the individual: ‘Apprais-
ing and managing multiple illnesses’; ‘Fragmented care and
communication’ and ‘Feeling overwhelmed’. ‘Uncertainty
of others’ extends beyond the individual to all involved in
care. ‘Continual change’ denotes that uncertainty is a con-
struct that changes in focus and intensity over time. Whilst
there were differences between patient, carer and healthcare
professional focus within these domains, the experience of
uncertainty for all perspectives is represented by them. In
the subsequent text we illustrate these domains, highlighting
experience from each perspective.

Appraising and managing multiple illnesses

Patients, carers and health professionals all experienced
uncertainty as they attempted to unpick the complexities
of multiple illnesses. They frequently experienced that
each additional health condition added an additional layer
of complexity to an already complex picture. Patients in
particular tended to experience uncertainty regarding the
meaning of illness related events or symptoms. They might
be uncertain regarding the meaning of a symptom, or what
to do about it.
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Bearing in mind that all patients had multi- morbidity, it was evident that
they were unclear about their different diagnoses and any possible relation-
ship between them. This confusion had a particular impact when participants
left the hospital, when they felt they had little guidance about what their
symptoms meant, which medicines related to which symptoms/condition,
or how to respond to symptoms to avoid a further hospital admission.
Patient perspective [36]

Carers experienced similar uncertainties, but tended to have
a more practical focus. A common uncertainty was which of
a number of issues was the current main concern or priority
for care, with uncertainty about what to do next.

Not only do caregivers make decisions on which of many conditions or
symptoms to focus on, but they also consider the fluctuating and often
worsening health status of older adults with (Multiple Chronic Conditions)
MCC as well as their frequent transitions from home to hospital. The sheer
multitude of issues to address as well as the unending changes in care context
create a high level of uncertainty for caregivers in setting priorities for care.
Carer perspective [37]

Health professionals’ uncertainties usually coalesced around
management decisions or sometimes diagnostic work-
up. Professionals were often unsure how best to manage
multiple illnesses and came up against situations where
there was no ‘right’ answer because what was best for
one illness would not help another. Health professionals
frequently commented on the absence of an evidence
base in multimorbidity, which contributed to uncertainty
about treatments and meant they were sometimes mak-
ing complex treatment decisions with little supporting
evidence.

We have frail patients with a lot of co-morbidities to which standard
guidelines often do not apply.
Professional Perspective [20]

Fragmented care and communication

Multimorbidity was synonymous with complex care. It
was the norm for patients to interact with multiple care
providers, and for healthcare professionals to negotiate care
plans with colleagues across professional backgrounds. Frag-
mented care led to uncertainties relating to communication
and role function.

The complex older patient is often surrounded with a jumble of professional
and informal carers. This can be confusing for the patient and GP.
Professional perspective [38]

Role ambiguity was experienced by all. Patients and carers
felt that siloed working, whilst easier for health professionals,
did not meet their needs, and were frequently unsure who
was responsible for each aspect of their care.

And I’ve always thought of a cardiologist as being a person who doesn’t worry
just about your heart pressures but also about the swelling in my feet. . . . I
just found out last fall that he thinks it’s the problem of my family physician.
. . . Anyway, these silos are almost like people are hard-wired into them.
Patient perspective [39]

Professionals themselves, particularly general practitioners
(GPs), were ‘stuck in the middle’ of a large number of experts
providing single-condition advice and plans. They received
conflicting or ambiguous information and were uncertain
how to proceed.

In fairness to them, all their letters were bang on ... for COPD: do the
sputum, give him the azithromycin, he has the home oxygen — tell him
to use that. Everything was according to guidelines. Renal the same, trial this
— if this doesn’t work this is what we’re doing — push this as far as we
can, nephro-protection and all this, and it’s all bang on target. The same for
cardiology. But when you put it in the clinical setting it isn’t working.
Professional perspective [40]

Fragmentation of care systems led to uncertainty because
of an inability to access information in a timely fashion, or
sometimes at all. This was a particular struggle for carers.

What I have found is accessing information or services or knowing what
resources are available is very complex. It is convoluted almost and there are
so many people involved that you don’t know where to start.
Carer perspective [41]

Transitions of care were a particular source of uncertainty
often due to gaps in communication between services. GPs
were frequently left following up patients post-discharge
with insufficient information from secondary care. Patients
and carers themselves tended to have a poor understanding
of the processes surrounding care transitions. As one study
of transitions from hospital wards to ‘alternate level of care’
(lower intensity care) services expressed it:

Participants described not knowing about important processes of care. This
included not knowing the meaning of “alternate level of care,” the roles of
different staff members, processes related to patient isolation, the availability
of day passes, or why the patient was being moved.
Patient and carer perspective [42]

Feeling overwhelmed

Uncertainty was experienced at a psychological and exis-
tential level. Some patients felt distressed by uncertainty
relating to changes in their health, while others experienced
an overwhelming whirlwind of illness and care that felt so
chaotic that their sense of self was threatened.

For some participants, the impact of uncertainty was overwhelming, resulting
in an experience of powerlessness and confusion which did not allow for a
presentation during interview, of anything but a patient self.
Patient perspective [43]

Carers watched on and were constantly anxious about
whether they were doing the right thing. Some described
being unable to ‘turn off’, feeling the need to monitor
those they were caring for all the time. They expressed
constant worry about the wellbeing of those they were caring
for.

Although assuming caring responsibility is a condition of life, it is stressful
watching an old parent become ill, frail and dependent and this situation
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is accompanied by constant concern and uncertainty about the parent’s
well-being.
Carer perspective [44]

Healthcare professionals were also affected psychologically
by uncertainty and some did question their roles or whether
they were doing the right thing by patients. Similar to
patients, they had a sense of feeling overwhelmed when
attempting to manage complex patients, although usually
this related to decision making rather than the self as a whole.

Clinicians commented on not knowing where to start and not having an
obvious best decision, “There’s a lot of variables to account for. He’s got like
30 things wrong and he’s on a ton of medications.”
Professional perspective [45]

Uncertainty of others

At times participants were aware of uncertainty experienced
by others. The uncertainty of others could be experienced
in different ways. Some patients noted that professionals
and carers were uncertain as to their (the patient’s) ability
to function and did not trust their physical abilities. When
others were uncertain as to their ability, this tended to
affect decisions about care and patients were sometimes side-
lined.

Due to health problems, the body is unpredictable and constantly changing.
This tends to affect the trust of others in the ability of the persons to
live autonomously and prevents participation in decisions that concern
themselves.
Patient perspective [46]

Patients and carers also experienced health professional
uncertainty. Either due to lack of continuity or perceived
lack of expertise, professionals were sometimes seen as
uninformed and uncertain about their patient’s needs. Such
uncertainty could be perceived as evidence of incompetence,
and carers sometimes found themselves in the burdensome
role of information providers.

There is no consistency in terms of seeing the same doctor all the time.
So many changes, so many different doctors . . . . Each of them is very
considerate but clearly clueless about the uniqueness of the patients. And the
whole business of having to re-educate and re-inform each time you go in.
Carer perspective [26]

Professionals noted that patients were sometimes uncertain
about their care, the reason for attending appointments,
or had a limited grasp of their illnesses. Cognitive impair-
ment was sometimes a factor, but this could also reflect the
complexity of their multiple conditions and the healthcare
system.

When people have three, four, five different illnesses and particularly where
the care is kind of fragmented, under the care of a number of doctors, they’re
often not sure what exactly is wrong with them, or what illnesses or diagnoses
they have.
Professional perspective [47]

When multiple professionals were involved in care there was
also scope for inter-professional uncertainty. This was less
usually expressed directly as uncertainty and tended rather
to come out in conflicting opinions or advice, sometimes
affecting patient experience.

Nurses reported major problems with conflicting advice from different
prescribers, leading to patient uncertainty.
Professional perspective [48]

Continual change

The experience of uncertainty was closely intertwined with
the course of time and the illness trajectory.

The illness trajectory for patients with advanced illness creates a continuous
uncertainty which may predominate or be less acutely experienced depending
on circumstances. Other forms of uncertainty are episodic and may relate to
symptoms, aspects of care, changes in provision, or decision-making.
Patient perspective [43]

Patients and carers were uncertain what would happen next
or how their health would change on a day to day basis.
Whilst most patients and carers understood that prognosis
was limited, when deterioration occurred this was often
unexpected, an uncertainty that could be distressing.

As well as continual uncertainty about prognosis, uncer-
tainty could also occur on a short-term or episodic basis.
Some experienced change on a very short timescale and
expressed uncertainty as to how they would feel tomorrow
or even later that same day. Carers described an experience
of constant change, making them uncertain what to focus on
at any point

The complexity of living with several simultaneous health problems is that
its intensity and impact on daily life can vary from time to time, from day to
day but also during the day. “One day I can have more troubles with my legs
and one day it is my hands. Other days are different. Sometimes it is better
and sometimes it is worse”.
Patient perspective [46]

The unpredictability of some conditions, such as dementia, meant that the
caregivers’ focus was constantly changing.
Carer perspective [37]

Health professionals were less buffeted by change but did
identify that their clinical practice was affected by the chang-
ing nature of chronic conditions. They grappled with the
question of when to discuss future care with patients and car-
ers given the unpredictable illness course. More specifically,
a treatment plan might be helpful on one day, but might
need to change at short notice, for instance in relation to
deprescribing.

Even for two seemingly comparable individuals, clinicians might take legiti-
mate actions for, or against, deprescribing depending on subtle differences in
patient function, prioritization of inferred or explicit care goals, and likely
future trajectory, all of which can change over time between and within
individuals.
Professional perspective [49]
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Figure 3. Model of total uncertainty.

Total uncertainty

Taking these domains together, we propose that the multi-
perspective experience of uncertainty in advanced multimor-
bidity can be characterised by a model of ‘Total Uncertainty’
as presented in Figure 3. Total uncertainty represents the
experience of uncertainty across all five domains. Each indi-
vidual may not experience every domain of uncertainty,
and the balance and interaction between domains may vary
between individuals and over time in ways that require fur-
ther exploration in subsequent research, but total uncertainty
illustrates the sum of experience.

Response to uncertainty

Patient, carer and healthcare professional responses to uncer-
tainty were either active, characterised by addressing uncer-
tainty or actively avoiding it, or passive, characterised by
accepting uncertainty.

Active responses Some sought actively to address and
manage uncertainty through information seeking, planning
ahead or sharing uncertainty. Addressing uncertainty was
unusual for patients, to the extent that one study identified a
patient doing so as a divergent case. Carers more frequently

sought to confront uncertainty by planning ahead for all
eventualities. Health professionals often recognised that
addressing uncertainty as part of a holistic multidisciplinary
approach was helpful. A minority of professionals acted
differently, feeling that only they could address uncertainty
and therefore taking the burden of decision making on
themselves rather than discussing it with patients and carers.

Some GPs felt that patients would be unable to understand the various
conflicts and uncertainties faced, and so would ‘just worry about it myself
. . . rather than imparting a huge amount of knowledge’
Professional perspective [40]

Those who felt paralysed or overwhelmed by uncertainty,
might seek actively to avoid it. This usually applied to health
professionals who avoided areas of uncertainty, focusing only
on areas where they were certain, e.g. areas where there was
supporting evidence. Alternatively they might defer to other
with greater perceived expertise to make decisions where
there was uncertainty. This approach was easier to link to
evidence, but was not necessarily helpful for patients.

Confidence dealing with uncertainty is required for self-efficacy in
deprescribing . . . . I think, if you are not comfortable in your own skin,
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in your abilities as a clinician, it is much easier to pay attention or to go
along with what the “expert” says. Therefore, you end up building up a list
of medicines.
Professional perspective [49].

Passive response It was common for patients and carers to
try to accept or normalise uncertainty as part of their life.
This response was most evident in the patient data. A typical
response was to focus on the ‘day to day’ and avoid planning
ahead for an uncertain future. Some carers expressed accep-
tance in terms of spiritual coping. Acceptance of uncertainty
was unusual for health professionals who usually addressed
or avoided it.

“I don’t know, some things you leave to God,” while another said, “I
pray. . . . I was raised that way to ask God—ask Jesus—to help you. You know
what’s going to be is going to be but tomorrow may be better.”
Carer perspective [50]

Discussion

This review and synthesis increase our understanding of
the experience of uncertainty in advanced multimorbidity,
building a bridge between theories of uncertainty, and real
life multi-perspective experience. The domains of ‘Total
Uncertainty’ provide, for the first time, a clinically appli-
cable model based on empirical data from patient, carer
and health professional perspectives, which can be used to
approach the construct of uncertainty in this population.
We found that uncertainty exists in relation to five domains:
‘appraising and managing multiple illnesses’; ‘fragmented
care and communication’; ‘feeling overwhelmed’; ‘uncer-
tainty of others’ and ‘continual change’. By exploring the
patient, carer and health professional perspectives together,
we were able to demonstrate that uncertainty is experienced
in the same domains by these three groups, thus extending
theories of uncertainty which have hitherto tended to focus
on individual experience [33]. The classification of responses
to uncertainty provides a starting point for future clinical
interventions.

We undertook an extensive published and grey literature
search co-designed with an information specialist. Full text
articles were appraised by two reviewers. Meaningful involve-
ment of patients and the public in the review process enabled
us to focus on areas deemed important to this population
[51]. The analysis used robust qualitative methods under-
pinned by existing theory to build a novel, clinically relevant
model of uncertainty [28, 33, 34]. However, our reliance on
an operational definition of advanced multimorbidity led to
heterogeneity in terms of the disease stage of participants
between studies, meaning that some were more relevant
to advanced illnesses than others. This was ameliorated by
paying attention to the Weight of Evidence assessment for
each article during analysis; less relevant articles were given
lower weight. We limited the review to qualitative data and so
did not include any insights from quantitative research, as we
deemed qualitative research to be best placed to answer the

exploratory review question. We did not set out to explore
response to uncertainty, rather noted this as an emerging
area during analysis, so there may be other relevant data on
this topic; however, our findings fit well with what would be
expected from relevant theory [34].

We note parallels between the domains of total uncer-
tainty, and the physical, psychological, social, and spiritual
domains of Cicely Saunders’ model of total pain [52]. These
parallels raise the possibility that total uncertainty may rep-
resent a model to underpin the holistic care of those with
advanced multimorbidity as total pain has been used in
palliative care for advanced cancer [53]. Contrary to expec-
tation, we found that uncertainty is experienced in similar
domains by patients, carers and health professionals, though
individuals may experience different aspects of uncertainty
at different times and we were not able to investigate how
the different domains interact. Crucially, this suggests that
there is scope for patients, carers and health professionals to
develop a shared understanding of the uncertainties in any
given situation and apply this understanding to make joint
plans for an unpredictable future. Applying the domains of
total uncertainty in clinical practice may enable development
of this shared understanding and fill a gap in the delivery of
person-centred care. A better understanding of uncertainty
may also improve tolerance to it, relieving some of the
associated distress. However, bringing together the various
domains of uncertainty into a single model of total uncer-
tainty should not diminish the importance of addressing
each area individually. To address uncertainty fully, clinicians
should attend to each of the domains in our model, thinking
beyond the uncertainties directly related to illness and care,
to the uncertainties that exist beyond the individual and
over time.

The question remains as to how to apply this model in
practice to improve care. As with complexity, uncertainty
can rarely be eliminated and so it is important to address it
[54, 55]. Yet promising interventions to address uncertainty
directly in advanced illness such as the AMBER care bundle
have, to date, been difficult to evaluate [56]. The tendency of
some health professionals to avoid uncertainty, reflecting an
intolerance to it, may be a target for education interventions
[57]. However, despite many decades of research into tol-
erance of uncertainty [20, 58], it is unclear to what extent
education interventions improve patient experience [59].
There are several tools which seek to address specific areas of
uncertainty, for example identifying priorities and goals, but
optimal communication of uncertainty remains an evidence
gap [55, 60]. Our findings indicate that education and
training should be a priority because, in agreement with pre-
vious studies, we identified that when uncertainty is poorly
recognised and addressed by professionals, there is a risk that
trusting relationships could break down due to perceived lack
of competence [26, 61]. Conversely if uncertainty is shared
and considered collaboratively, this may support stronger
patient–professional relationships [61, 62]. Understanding
more about responses to uncertainty will help to inform
targets for future interventions. We were not able to explore
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relationships between the uncertainties experienced and how
they were responded to, but we would hypothesise that there
are links between experience of and response to uncertainty.
It is also likely that different approaches will be needed for
patients or carers who accept uncertainty than for those who
actively seek to address it.

There was insufficient evidence to conduct a meaningful
synthesis of how uncertainty is addressed during clinical
interactions between patients, carers and healthcare. Only
one study in our review took this approach, focusing on care
planning discussions in primary care [62]. Further investi-
gations of how uncertainty is experienced and responded to
within a broad range of clinical interactions could contribute
useful information to improve practice and design novel
approaches to decision making. For example, if a patient
employs an acceptance strategy to uncertainty and a pro-
fessional is taking an active response what is the outcome?
Can and should we try to influence patient strategies to
respond to uncertainty including shifting awareness con-
texts [63], and could patients or carers usefully ask their
clinicians to approach uncertainty differently? In addition,
we identified a remarkable lack of cultural diversity in the
literature. One article investigated the experience of African
American caregivers [50], but all articles were from high-
income western countries. Since uncertainty is likely to be
experienced differently cross-culturally, the evidence gap in
relation to multicultural experiences of uncertainty needs
addressing urgently.

Conclusions

In advanced multimorbidity, patients, carers and health-
care professionals experience aspects of total uncertainty,
responding by either addressing, accepting or avoiding
uncertainty. The experience of uncertainty is broadly
a shared one across multiple perspectives. The model
developed in this study offers a framework to explore
and approach uncertainty in research and clinical practice.
Future research should explore the effect of uncertainty in
clinical interactions, and how addressing uncertainty may
contribute to improved communication and person-centred
care.
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